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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of Nordic university programmes are offered in English. Consequently, students are expected to carry out academic activities in English rather than the local language. Through ethnomethodological conversation analysis of video recordings of student project group meetings, this article explores how students orient to English in their everyday academic and linguistic practices, focusing on students’ orientations to language proficiency and language choice as resources for displaying academic competence and literacy.

[1] INTRODUCTION

In a growing number of Nordic degree programmes, the language of teaching and learning is English, either by official decision or de facto. Hence, students are expected to be able to attend lectures, do project work, and write reports in English rather than in the local language.

A significant body of research studies this development, looking into institutional policies and ideologies (e.g. Altbach & Knight, 2007; Jenkins, 2014; Ljosland, 2011; Tange, 2012) and student and staff attitudes to internationalisation (e.g. Jensen, Denver, Mees, & Werther, 2013; Jensen & Thøgersen, 2011; Vinke, Snippe, & Jochems, 1998). Further, several studies describe how such policies affect not only the attitudes but also the performance of students and staff in internationalised universities (e.g. Airey, 2010; Haberland et al., 2008; Thøgersen & Airey, 2011), addressing possible consequences of English-medium teaching for pedagogical and teaching standards. However, studies that focus on the attitudes, experiences and practices of students in internationalised universities rarely topicalise academic activities (Airey & Linder, 2008), focusing instead on linguistic aspects of internationalisation, for instance language norms (Söderlundh, 2013) or on English as a lingua franca (Björkman, 2011;
Mortensen, 2010). A few studies focus on students’ use of English as a method for doing being international students (Hazel & Mortensen, 2013; Mortensen, 2014) or on students’ academic activities in two languages (Airey, 2010) but these are the exception rather than the rule.

This study aims to fill the gap indicated above by addressing student practices in relation to academic activities in internationalized settings. Specifically, the study focuses on the question of whether and how university students use English as a resource for doing being academically competent, i.e. for how they constitute themselves in interaction as academically competent persons (Sacks, 1984). Detailed analyses of interactions in student project group meetings explore academic competence and literacy as participants’ concerns manifested in students’ orientations to language choice and language proficiency in their local, ongoing interactions. The analyses show 1) how students mostly treat language as a private matter which is not to be commented on despite deviations from native-speaker norms and 2) how students in some circumstances do orient to language as a resource for displaying academic competence and literacy by treating matters of linguistic correctness, such as e.g. grammar, using the right words and collocations, etc., as relevant to the activity at hand. In that way, the analyses document a discrepancy between institutional requirements which state that English is the language of teaching and learning practices and actual student practices. Therefore, the study adds to the growing body of research on internationalized university practices by investigating how students adapt and adopt English as part of their daily work as students.

In line with Garfinkel (1967) and the framework of Ethnomethodology, the study takes an emic perspective (Pike, 1967) on student practices and academic activities. The analyses focus on how the students present themselves as academically competent participants. Sacks’ phrase doing being (see above) is thus central because it treats personal characteristics, jobs that are done, and the like (Sacks, 1984, p. 414) as accomplished in interaction and thus as achievements. Other terms used in the study convey essentially the same perspective, e.g. displaying – when participants make themselves recognizable as doing being e.g. academically competent – and demonstrating – when participants show that they master a specific type of activity, e.g. formulating a research question, by competently performing or participating in that activity (Mondada, 2011; Sacks, 1992). In the next section the notions of competence and literacy, which are central for the analytical endeavours of this study, are introduced and discussed from an ethnomethodological perspective.

In line with Garfinkel (1967), competence is understood as the unnoticed and enforceable right of collectivity members to claim the ability to carry out the mundane tasks in and through which social organization is accomplished. In short, competence is a method by which we recognise others as fellow members and make ourselves recognisable as members as well. Hence, displays of competence constitute the constant though unnoticed work of members to establish and maintain social order (Rawls, 2008). However, competence is also infinitely specific because it is related to membership which may be of society in general, but may also be more specific as in membership of a profession, a political group or an academic field. For instance, Goodwin (1994) demonstrates how archaeologists’ discursive practices constitute socially organized ways of seeing and categorizing the world related to their distinctive interests. Similarly, academic practices constitute socially organized ways of organizing the world: so academic competence is a member’s right and ability to carry out tasks that recognizably contribute to and rely on these specific practices. In consequence, a student’s relevant participation in e.g. academic discussions or processes of formulating a research question constitutes displays of academic competence since they recognizably demonstrate their right and ability to participate in these practices.

Displays of competence can be carried out by means of resources such as facial expressions, gestures, manipulation of objects, language, etc. In academia, many displays of competence rely specifically on members’ mastery of writing and written language. Often, this type of competence is discussed in terms of literacy (e.g. Gee (2008); Heath (1983); see also New Literacy Studies, e.g. Hamilton and Barton (1994); Lea and Street (2006); Street (1984)). For the purposes of this study, academic literacy is understood as members’ practices for doing being recognizably competent within a specific academic activity, such as e.g. formulating a research question, and in relation to an academic community of practitioners, for instance discourse analysts or engineers, by means of linguistic resources related to reading and writing (Kristiansen, 2015).

[3] DATA AND METHODS

The study employs Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (EMCA). EMCA describes how participants accomplish and maintain common understanding in interaction, focusing on the understandings and orientations which participants make publicly available for each other in and through the interaction – and which are consequently available for inspection by the analyst (Wooffitt &
Accordingly, students’ displays of academic competence to their co-participants and co-participants’ orientations to displays of competence as displays of competence take centre stage. These are explored through sequential analysis (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1986; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974): participants’ understanding of each turn is established by means of their responses to the turn. In that way, the analyses trace participants’ displays of and orientations to academic competence as they happen by and for the participants in the local, ongoing interaction.

The analyses presented in this article are based on video recordings of group meetings of four student groups, in total approximately 30 hours of recorded data. The meetings are recurrent, unsupervised events, taking place over a period of one semester, at which students meet to discuss the progress of their project and plan further tasks. Such meetings have a formal structure, and they usually, though not always, take place on campus. The students participating in the meetings are enrolled in internationalised bachelor (BA) programs at Danish universities. Hence, all teaching takes place in English and student activities are expected to be conducted in English, even though the majority of teachers and students are native speakers of Danish.

Language choice and proficiency as resources for displaying academic literacy

The student group meetings take place in institutional settings in which the default working language is English. Nevertheless, participants orient to language choice as an interactional resource and use it for various interactional purposes (cf. Mortensen, 2014). In the data, however, language choice or proficiency is rarely treated by the participants as relevant for the interaction. Overall, they focus on the content of what is said rather than on the form, treating language as a non-topic in the interaction. This is in line with Firth (1996, 2009) who demonstrates that non-native speakers who communicate using English as a lingua franca in workplace settings do conversational work to treat lingua franca talk as normal and ordinary, using e.g. the let it pass strategy and the make it normal strategy to treat grammatical, syntactic, vocabulary, and similar anomalies as transparent and meaningful contributions to the interaction. Similarly, the students treat linguistically anomalous contributions as ordinary and meaningful – in other words, they are not commented on by the speaker or other participants. In some circumstances, however, students do orient to language as a resource for displaying academic competence and literacy. In the following, two examples of this will be discussed: a) students’ choice of language during group meetings, and b) students’ formulating activities.
[4.1] Language choice in student group meetings

Overall, analysis of the data reveals two different practices concerning language choice in the group meetings. Two groups use both English and Danish during group meetings, treating the choice of language as a purely pragmatic matter, despite institutional requirements and even group policies stating that the language of group meetings is English. The two other groups consistently use English during group meetings, and any use of Danish is marked by the speaker as dispreferred by means of e.g. hesitations, restarts, and the like. Below, analyses of two examples of language alternation demonstrate how these different orientations to language choice are played out in the local interaction of student group meetings.

Language choice as a purely pragmatic decision

For the group in example (1) below, English is one linguistic resource among others, and the choice of language depends mainly on local affordances and requirements such as the activity at hand, the proficiency of the participants, etc.

(1)

1 John: vil i ik nok [hver gang i sender en mail til os]  
‘would you please every time you send a mail to us’
2 Nana: [når vi ikke engang selv ka huske hva vi hedder]  
‘when we can’t even remember ourselves what we are called’
3 John: så skriv GRUPPEnummer  
‘then write the group number’
4 PPP: (0.4)
5 John: [øverst]  
‘at the top’
6 Nana: [jo]  
‘yeah’
7 PPP: (0.3)  
((Werner enters the room))
8 John: ik [os]  
‘right?’
9 Nana: [hva gr]uppe [num]mer er vi egentlig  
‘which group number are we actually?’
10 Werner: [und-]  
‘sor’
11 Werner: und [skuld]
In the example above, a student group is about to start a meeting with their supervisors. One supervisor, John, is present while the other supervisor, Werner, enters the room in line 7, completing the group expected to participate in the meeting. All the students and John are native speakers of Danish while Werner is a native speaker of German. Werner also speaks Danish, and all participants speak English as a second language. John is telling the students to always include their group number in emails. His turns are in Danish as are the student Nana’s responding turns. John is about to finish his instruction when Werner enters the room (line 7). After entering, Werner initiates an apology, using the Danish word undskyld (line 10). Werner’s choice of the Danish word displays an orientation to the language currently being used and at the same time demonstrates some knowledge of Danish. John (lines 12 and 14) continues the group number topic in Danish. In overlap with his turn, however, the student Ben addresses Werner in English, asking if he knows the group’s number (line 13). Having finished his directions to the group, John also addresses Werner (line 16), and like Ben he uses English for this. Werner answers in English, aligning with the language alternation performed by Ben and John. From this point, the meeting is exclusively in English.

The language alternation is not commented on or otherwise oriented to by the participants who thus treat it as normatively appropriate in the situation (Hazel & Mortensen, 2013). The speaker’s choice of English rather than Danish displays his orientation to the language scenario (Mortensen, 2013): a non-native speaker has entered, and he is selected as the recipient of the turn, and this makes relevant a change of language from Danish to English. At the same time, Werner’s entrance changes the participation framework (Goffman, 1981) by completing the group assembled for the meeting, making relevant a transition from
pre-meeting talk to the meeting itself, which is institutionally required to take place in English. The language choice here thus reflects local, turn-by-turn considerations of speaker proficiency as well as type of activity, including relevant institutional requirements. In fact, the language of the rest of the meeting, following the language change in example 1, is English. This is due to the presence of the supervisors, since the group otherwise conducts all its meetings in Danish.

Language choice as a relevant resource for displaying academic competence

The group in example (2) below treats English as the preferred, normatively required language of their meetings. The use of other languages, especially Danish, is oriented to as dispreferred as evidenced by the hedgings, pauses, hesitations, etc. (cf. Pomerantz, 1984) which accompany the few language alternations that take place during these meetings. Further, this group treats proficiency in English as a relevant resource for doing being academically competent in the activity at hand.

(2)

1 Sif i don’t think it would be wrong to say something like (.)
2 it it ↘ øh
   ‘eh’
3 (1.0) øh::m
   ‘eh::m’
4 altså øh jam- switching
   ‘well eh but’
5 Ann: hhh  [hm m hm]
6 Sif: [altså det opstod] (. det ↗opstod ↘øhm:
   ‘well it originated it originated ehm’
7 (1.3) det opstod altså på grund af→
   ‘so it originated because of’
8 på grund af nogle ting der skete i den ↗tid ↘ik
   ‘because of some things that happened at that time right’
Sif: ((turns head slowly toward Ann; gazes at Ann))
Lars: ((looks at Sif))
9 PPP: (0.9)
Sif: ((gazes at Ann))
Ann: ((nods slightly))
10 Sif: som et et lissom et billede  på tiden→
    ‘like a a like a picture of the time’
Sif: ((gazes at Ann))
In example 2, Sif initiates a formulating sequence (these will be described in more detail in section 3.2 below). But the very first element of the formulation, it, is followed by a series of filled and unfilled pauses (lines 2-3) instead of the relevant next part of the formulation. Next, Sif produces two Danish adverbs altså and jam- (line 4) which project explanations or accounts. The last of these is discontinued as Sif utters switching, a meta-comment which categorises her contribution as uttered in another language than English. The clause which follows is produced in Danish and accomplishes the formulation of a concept, et billede på tiden (lines 6-10). In her continuation of the turn, still in Danish, Sif projects a second part of the concept with og d- (line 11). She cuts it off in mid-word, however, and restarts the turn, this time using English. Despite the language alternation, however, Sif retains the concept that she has formulated in Danish, treating it as an untranslatable, i.e. as a concept formulated in Danish for which she, in the local interaction, does not want to or is not able to produce a corresponding English term (lines 11-12).

Sif thus treats the use of Danish as a dispreferred action, a choice that is made only after a series of delays and hesitation markers which indicate an unsuccessful word search (M. H. Goodwin, 1983; M. H. Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986). The language alternation enables her to achieve progressivity in the turn and to formulate a concept, but as soon as the concept has been formulated, Sif returns to the preferred language, despite retaining the concept in Danish. In other words, Sif orients to the normative expectation that participation in discussions in group meetings requires the use of English, demonstrating that for this group of students, proficiency in English is a relevant resource for doing being academically competent in the sense of contributing relevantly to group

---

[1] Sif uses the English word “still” with the meaning of the English adverb as an equivalent of the Danish “stadig”. The gist of the turn is something like “what the problem is is that it is a picture of that time but it is still around today”.

---

Sif: og d- ‘and th-
and what is the problem is that it is a billede→ ‘picture’

Sif: ((turns head; gazes at Lars))

Sif: (0.4) på >DEN tid but is >still1 now<
‘of that time’

Sif: kan i se hvad jeg >mener
‘can you see what i mean?’

Ann: ja ‘yes’
discussions.

[4.2] Formulating activities in student group meetings

The students generally focus on the content of the participants’ turns rather than on the linguistic form, so that grammatical errors, atypical use of words and other deviations from native-speaker conventions are not made relevant by the participants in the interaction. However, in formulating activities, proficiency in English as well as practices for writing and knowledge of genre conventions are oriented to as relevant to the academic activity at hand. The students display academic literacy, orienting to practices related to language use as relevant for their displays of academic competence and discussing how to phrase their research question, how words and expressions relate to particular scholarly approaches, etc.

During formulating activities, the students formulate research questions for their semester project. Example 3 below presents a fragment of one such formulating activity. One participant is formulating a possible research question. The speaker uses a special prosodic format for displaying doing formulating, namely the Writing Aloud Voice (Kristiansen, 2015, 2017). During Writing Aloud Voice (WAV) sequences, speakers sound as if they were reading aloud from a text – but in fact they are composing a text. WAV sequences consist of three elements: 1) a quotative, i.e. a pronoun plus a reporting verb or construction which introduces the sequence and projects a change of footing (Goffman, 1981), making a formulation the next relevant element in the turn; 2) a WAV clause, i.e. one single turn constructional unit, which is produced using the WAV prosodic format and which comprises the linguistic material that is formulated; and 3) an unquote which constitutes a return to the previous footing.

(3)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jan: i think eh: something like that but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(0.2) maybe (.) we could Δsay something likeΔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(0.4) to what ø-eh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0.6) i don’t know (.) which eh prepos- preposition to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>to use here but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(0.3) TO or IN or something (.) what identity (0.3) eh:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>does (0.3) the discours-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bo: ((cough))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jan: the yeah the various discourses of social darw-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>darwin (.) nism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>something like that</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In example 3, Jan initiates a formulating sequence with the quotative *maybe we could say something like* (line 2), and he begins the WAV clause, that is, the actual formulation with *to what* (line 3). After these two words, however, Jan interrupts the formulation process in order to account for his choice of preposition (lines 4-5). In the account, Jan treats correct use of language as an accountable matter in this particular activity. First, he orients to language as relevant for the activity; second, the self-repair of the preposition displays Jan’s monitoring of his own linguistic performance during the WAV sequence; third, Jan’s use of the word *preposition* (line 4) displays his ability to talk about language as a theoretical entity; and fourth, his self-repair *prepos*-*preposition* (line 4) in which the first vowel of the word is changed from the Danish version of it to something that is heard as more English orients to English as the preferred language of the activity at hand.

After the account, Jan continues the formulation process and completes the WAV clause (lines 6-14). The WAV clause reaches completion despite an abundance of pauses and other delays in the progressivity of the turn. In other circumstances such delays might be heard as inviting participation by other speakers, but in WAV sequences, speakers are allowed to finish the WAV sequence on their own. One reason for this is the sequential format of WAV sequences. The change in footing accomplished by the introductory quotative and the changed prosody combined with the syntactic and sequential unity of the WAV sequence create a space in which the speaker can search for words and tinker with the formulation without interruption from other participants (Kristiansen, 2015, 2017).

The WAV clause ends with a clearly falling intonation and is followed by a pause in which it would be possible for the other participants to show agreement. But this does not happen, so Jan begins an unquote in which he accounts for the suggested formulation. Only the beginning of the account is included here.

Jan states that this particular formulation is suitable because it uses language employed by important researchers within the relevant academic field (lines 16-17). In this way, he displays academic literacy by demonstrating his ability to consciously use language in a specific way which makes him recognisable as doing being a competent member of a specific academic community.
Example 3 thus demonstrates that students orient to language, in the sense of academic register, as a relevant resource for displaying academic literacy. Moreover, Jan oriented briefly to language in the sense of proficiency in English during his account for the preposition (lines 4-5); but this is not just a passing concern, as demonstrated in the continuation of the discussion in example 4 below:

(4)

28 Ann: can you say it again ↗Jan
29 PPP: (1.3)
30 Jan: how (.) or (.) ehheh
31 (1.6)
32 i don’t know the preposition to use but
33 **in what eh identity does**
34 (0.5) **eh::**
35 (0.6) **eh:: social darwinism (.) subject the reader**
36 PPP: (1.0)
37 Ane: in what ↗identity
38 Jan: yeah that’s that
39 PPP: (0.7)
40 Jan: that’s not really the way to put it

Example 4 opens with Ane’s response to Jan’s unquote which began in line 16 and ends immediately before the opening of example 4. Ane requests a repetition of Jan’s previous turn (line 28), and Jan complies (lines 30-35), producing a second version of the research question. This second WAV sequence is not initiated by a quotative, since it is done in response to a request, and it contains fewer delays, since it has been produced once before. Once again, Jan interrupts the WAV clause after the initial word to account for his choice of preposition (line 32). He thus once more treats the choice of preposition as an accountable matter. Nevertheless, Ane’s response to Jan’s proposed research question (line 37) consists of an other-initiation of repair of that very part of the research question. She singles out **in what identity** as a repairable (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) despite Jan’s accounts for this in both WAV sequences. Ane’s other-initiation of repair treats language correctness as an accountable matter and as something that is relevant to the interaction.

Jan’s response (lines 38-49) in turn demonstrates how he understands Ane’s response. His initial **yeah** displays alignment with Ane’s turn and he continues with **that’s that** which further demonstrates agreement with the categorization of practitioners.
of in what identity as incorrect as implied in Ane’s turn. After a pause, Jan continues by clarifying his understanding of the problem (line 40): that’s not really the way to put it. Jan thus treats Ane’s repair initiation as ordinary and relevant. Thus, both participants treat language and linguistic correctness as a relevant and accountable matter in the formulating activity. In other words, knowledge of English grammar, usage, etc. is a relevant resource for competently participating in the academic activity of doing formulating a research question.

[5] DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Firth (2009) discusses English used as a lingua franca in terms of a distinction between language as a private matter and a public matter – as something that can be commented on or not. In a related discussion, Day (2003) establishes a difference between orienting to a language as owned or unowned – that is, whether speakers treat a language, in this case English, as a lingua franca where anything goes or whether they orient to it as English as the native speakers use it.

For the most part, in the data presented here, language is treated as a private matter, one that is not to be commented on by others despite formal anomalies and other deviations from native-speaker norms. However, in formulating activities, it seems that language is a public matter, available for comment and repair. Further, in most of the meeting activities, participants treat English as unowned, i.e. as a lingua franca without externally established norms and regulations, by systematically not commenting on deviations from native-speaker norms. But during formulating activities, participants orient to English not as a lingua franca where anything goes, but as a language that is owned by its native speakers. They want it to be correct in the sense of native-speaker-like: grammatically correct, using the right words, collocations and sometimes even pronunciation.

The students’ change of orientation to English during formulating activities suggests that they treat the formulation proposed during WAV sequences as different from the surrounding talk. This may be linked to the status of the WAV clause as a potential text. If the WAV clause is understood as talk that has been tentatively textualised, students’ heightened awareness of and orientation to formal linguistic details in such sequences suggests that they regard spoken language, even in formal meeting contexts, as unowned, private lingua franca usage whereas written language is regarded as owned and as a public matter that can and should be discussed to ensure the correctness and appropriateness of the text. Moreover, this suggests that for the student groups in the data, proficiency in and knowledge of English become relevant resources for displaying
academic competence only in activities related to production of textual material. In non-textual academic activities, such resources are not relevant for doing being academically competent.

The study demonstrates that students’ language practices vary considerably between groups as well as within groups depending on the activity at hand. Language choice and proficiency are not oriented to as relevant methods for displaying academic competence except in very specific activities. In some groups, language choice is treated as irrelevant to the activity at hand, even when there is an evident discrepancy between institutional requirements and actual practice. The data thus suggests that the institutional implementation of English as the language of teaching and learning is not necessarily reflected in student practices; further, students’ limited, activity-specific orientation to academic literacy poses a challenge to the potential for language learning which is often assumed to be an inherent benefit of internationalization.

As a consequence, one might also wonder about the longterm consequences of introducing English as the language of teaching and learning in higher education. Does internationalization automatically result in higher proficiency? What kind of proficiency will the students develop by interacting in groups such as the ones described in this study? Will students orient to English (or other languages of internationalization) as owned or unowned? And, consequently, will they become more proficient in the sense of more correct? Perhaps the more relevant question in this connection is: are students expected to become more proficient, in the sense of more correct, by graduating from internationalized university programs? If that is the case, perhaps educators need to consider methods for changing students’ orientation to academic literacy so that language choice, language proficiency and other aspects of academic literacy are understood as relevant aspects of a broader range of academic activities.
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APPENDIX: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

The transcription conventions are based on the conventions developed by Gail Jefferson (e.g. 2004). The symbols below, not included in the reference, are also used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rising intonation</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>det ↗opstod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing intonation</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>øhm:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling intonation</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>get out of ↓it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated speech</td>
<td>Δ Δ</td>
<td>we could Δsay something likeΔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAV prosody</td>
<td>bold</td>
<td>in what eh identity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: Additional transcription symbols**
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